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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 
 2E3i DEC -6 ASf 9: 05 

CASE NO.: CLikSE.i~:(CLERK 1l.S. , ,.- I.,,>i ..: :~ 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION, S . D .  OF  FL. - i i ! : .? ,  

Plaintiff, 

v. 

TERRY E. PROVENCE and 
DT CAPITAZ, LLC, 

Defendants. 

1 
1 
1 
) 

COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Securities and Exchange Commission alleges: 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The Commission brings this action to stop Defendants Teny E. Provence and DT 

Capital LLC fiom violating the federal securities laws and dissipating investor assets generated 

from a fraudulent investment scheme. Starting no later than March 2007 and continuing to at 

least August 2007, Provence pitched a sham index options trading program to primarily 

inexperienced investors with false promises their principal would be safe. Provence created, 

controlled and used DT Capital as a vehicle to marshal investor funds and promote the options 

program. 

2. To lure investors to the options program, Provence and DT Capital falsely touted 

that a major brokerage firm guaranteed the safety of investor principal, and that the actual 

options trader, Fredrick J. Kunen, was a licensed securities trader and director at the brokerage 

firm. Provence and DT Capital also falsely represented the options program had a successful 

ten-year track record and that investors could expect extraordinary retums. 
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3. Using these falsehoods to lure investors, Provence and DT Capital raised at least 

$3.5 million from approximately 40 investors. These investors lost all or nearly all of their 

invested principal, and Provence and DT Capital profited by at least $130,000. 

4. By engaging in this conduct, Provence and DT Capital violated and, unless 

enjoined, are reasonably likely to continue to violate, Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 

("Securities Act"), 15 U.S.C. $6 77q(a)(l); Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 

("Exchange Act"), 15 U.S.C. §§ 78j(b), and Rule lob-5, 17 C.F.R. $ 240.10b-5; and Section 

15(a) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. 5 78o(a). 

5. The Commission requests the Court to enter (1) an order of permanent injunction 

restraining and enjoining Provence and DT Capital from violating the federal securities laws, (2) 

an order directing the Defendants to disgorge all profits or proceeds they have received as a 

result of the acts andlor courses of conduct complained of, with prejudgment interest, and (3) an 

order directing the Defendants to pay civil money penalties. 

6. In separately filed papers, the Commission also seeks immediate emergency 

relief, including an asset freeze, against Provence and DT Capital. Approximately $322,000 in 

investor funds remain in five brokerage accounts Provence controls, which he is attempting to 

liquidate. 

DEFENDANTS AND RELATED PARTIES 

7. Provence, age 58, resides in Naples, Florida. He founded DT Capital and is its 

president and managing member. 

8. DT Capital is a Florida limited liability company, headquartered in Naples, 

Florida. Provence created the company to manage investor funds in the options program. 

Provence's investors became members of DT Capital. 
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9. Kunen was the trader in the options program. He lived in Coconut Creek, Florida. 

Kunen died on July 11, 2007. On August 23, 2007, the Commission filed a civil action against 

the personal representative of Kunen's probate estate, seeking similar relief, including an asset 

freeze and the appointment of a Receiver over the estate. SEC v. Charles 0. Morgan, Jr., as 

Personal Representative of the Estate of Frederick J. Kunen, Case No. 07-22204-CIV-GOLD 

(S.D. Fla.). 

JURISDlCTION AND VENUE 

10. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to Sections 20(b), 20(d), and 

22(a) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. $6 77t(b), 77t(d) and 77v(a); and Sections 21(d), 21(e), 

and 27 ofthe Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. $5 78u(d),78u(e) and 78aa. 

11. This Court also has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants and venue is proper 

in the Southern District of Florida because many of Provence and DT Capital's acts and 

transactions constituting violations of the Securities and Exchange Acts occurred in the Southern 

District of Florida. 

12. Kunen had a house and lived in Coconut Creek, and an oftice in Ft. Lauderdale, 

located in the Southern District of Florida, during the events alleged in this complaint. During 

this period, he and Provence entered into a profit-sharing agreement for the options program. 

The contract memorialized their relationship under the options program and contained a Broward 

County, Florida choice of venue. Kunen sent the contract to Provence through a mutual 

acquaintance. The mutual acquaintance lived in Deerfield Beach, Florida and had an office in 

Boca Raton, Florida, also in this District, during the events alleged in this complaint. 

13. Provence executed and delivered the contract to Kunen via email through the 

same acquaintance. Kunen executed and sent the contract to Provence using the same process. 
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Provence knew Kunen lived and worked in this District before entering into the contract, and had 

spoken on the telephone and exchanged emails with Kunen. 

14. During their fraud, Provence routinely communicated by email and telephone 

with Kunen to exchange information about the options program. Under the terms of their 

contract, Kunen traded investor funds Provence provided him. Provence wired these funds to 

brokerage accounts Kunen accessed. Provence then emailed Kunen or Kunen's agent, notifying 

one of them he had funded a brokerage account, so Kunen could trade. After completing a trade, 

Kunen contacted Provence and requested his share of the purported profits. Provence then wired 

Kunen his requested share of profits from another account containing investor funds. All of 

these acts and transactions occurred while Kunen resided in the Southern District of Florida. 

15. Provence and DT Capital, directly and indirectly, have made use of the means and 

instrumentalities of interstate commerce, the means and instruments of transportation and 

communication in interstate commerce, and the mails, in connection with the acts, practices, and 

courses of business set forth in this complaint. 

THE FRAUDULENT OPTIONS TRADING PROGRAM 

A. Provence and Kunen Hatch their Scheme 

16. In the summer of 2006, Kunen, through a mutual acquaintance, introduced 

Provence to the options program. The acquaintance provided Provence with materials that 

described the options program, including a sample trading contract. 

17. In January 2007, Kunen and the acquaintance discussed the options program and 

Kunen's background with Provence by telephone and email. They told Provence the investment 

principal was safe and the investment yielded 10% to 20% monthly returns. Kunen also 

represented he was an "SEC-licensed" trader and a director at Goldman Sachs and Company. 
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Kunen told Provence he resided in Coconut Creek, and had profitably traded index options for 

more than ten years. 

18. Provence subsequently received approximately five pages of written materials 

from the mutual acquaintance, describing the options program as "[a]bsolutely NO RISK of 

Principal Invested." The materials Provence received included a two-page sample contract, a 

one-page description of the investment opportunity, a one-page proforma statement that showed 

how an investment would increase in value each month for twelve months, and a one-page 

document with a general description of the program. The materials represented that a $50,000 

investment would yield a 42.7% return within six to seven weeks, and would balloon to 

$445,798 in twelve months. 

19. Using these papers, Provence then began preparing his own offering materials, 

corporate paperwork, and contracts necessary to promote the options program to potential 

investors. 

20. In February 2007, Provence formed DT Capital for the sole purpose of receiving 

money from investors to fund the options program. 

21. On or about March 2, 2007, Provence and Kunen entered into an "Agreement for 

Sharing of Profits for Index Opt~on Credit Spread Trades," which memorialized their 

relationship. Provence and Kunen agreed Provence would recruit investors, solicit and obtain 

their money, and fund Kunen's trading. Under the contract, Kunen would keep 60% of the 

trading profits, and Provence, as president of DT Capital, would retain 40%. 

B. Kunen and Provence Overate the Ovtions Program 

22. From at least March through July 2007, Kunen and Provence operated the options 

program. Each played a critical role in the scheme. Provence recruited investors, collected their 

money, transferred their funds to brokerage accounts for Kunen to trade, and communicated with 
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investors about the alleged trading results. Kunen accessed the brokerage accounts, traded 

investor funds, and communicated the purported trading results to Provence. 

23. Targeting mainly individuals with little or no investment experience, Provence 

lured investors to join the options program by claiming Goldman Sachs guaranteed their 

principal, the investments were risk free, and investors only had to compensate Kunen and 

Provence a percentage of guaranteed profits they obtained from each options trade. 

24. To attract investors, Provence prepared offering materials touting the program 

through DT Capital that augmented the materials Kunen had provided him. The DT Capital 

offering materials stated "[tlhis is a no risk opportunity." The offering materials further stated: 

"The security of Principal (both 'original' and 'accumulated') is guaranteed by the nature of the 

trade and the fact that the bulk of the profits are eamed at the inception of the trade." 

25. The DT Capital offering materials purported to demonstrate how an investment 

appreciated with a 10% to 20% monthly retum, and emphasized a trader with a ten-year track 

record of success managed the investment opportunity. Although the offering documents did not 

identify the trader or his firm,Provence told investors the trader was licensed and a director at 

Goldman Sachs. 

26. To further entice investors, the DT Capital offering materials also touted Provence 

and his wife's "combined almost 60 years of finance, management and general business 

experience including comrnerc~al and hard money lending, trading, consulting, and international 

business." 

27. Provence entered into separate profit-sharing arrangements with investors, under 

which he and investors would split his anticipated 40% share of profits from the options 

program. 
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28. To better market the options program to potential investors, Provence recruited 

other people, or "finders," to solicit investors. Provence communicated with his finders by 

telephone and email, and conducted strategy sessions with them on how to market the options 

program to investors. 

29. Provence supplied his finders with offering documents to use as a template to 

create their own offering materials for investors. He often edited his finders' offering materials 

and Powerpoint presentation slides. 

30. Provence also incorporated a company for a group of his finders that solicited 

investor funds for DT Capital. Provence received investor funds from the company and later 

deposited the money into a brokerage account used in the options program. 

31. Provence also spoke on teleconferences with prospective investors, in which he 

pitched the program and Kunen's background, embellishing some of the information he received 

from Kunen by stating, for example, that Goldman Sachs guaranteed investor principal. 

32. To ensure he remained the main conduit of information between his investors and 

other finders, Provence hid Kunen's identity from them, thereby precluding finders and investors 

from conducting any due diligence on Kunen. 

33. Once Provence successfully enticed investors to join the options program, he 

directed the investors to wire their investment hnds to him directly or to a brokerage or bank 

account he controlled. 

C. Misrevresentations and Omissions in Connection witb the Options Program 

34. In the process of soliciting investments, Provence distributed written materials 

containing false statements and material omissions to investors. Provence, on behalf of DT 

Capital, orally made these same false statements and omissions of material fact to investors. 
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1. Goldman Sachs Did Not Guarantee Investor Principal 

35. Provence's written materials touted the options program as risk-free and a fully- 

secured investment conducted through a major U.S. securities firm. In addition, Provence told 

investors Goldman Sachs guaranteed their principal. 

36. These statements were blatantly false, as Goldman Sachs never had anything to 

do with the options program. Goldman Sachs never guaranteed investor principal. 

37. Provence had no reasonable basis to make these claims. He conducted no due 

diligence to verify whether the options program was risk-free, whether it was fully-secured, 

whether the investment was conducted through a major U.S. securities firm,or whether Goldman 

Sachs guaranteed investor principal. 

38. Provence also knew or was reckless in not knowing the options program was full 

of risk. Investing in index options is, by its nature, risky and volatile. Thus, Provence could not 

reasonably have assured investors the options program was risk-free. 

2. The Investment Could Not Generate a 10% or Greater Monthly Return 

39. Provence told potential investors the options program yielded extraordinary 

returns--between 9.8% and 21.35% monthly-and that the trader had operated the program for 

ten years without incurring a loss. 

40. Provence had no reasonable basis to make these claims. Provence conducted no 

due diligence to verify whether Kunen had actually made the returns he claimed, whether any 

investors had previously profited from Kunen's strategy, or even whether Kunen had actually 

operated the program for ten years. 

41. These statements were false and misleading. Investing in index options is, by its 

nature, risky and volatile. Thus, Provence could not reasonably have assured investors of such 

astronomical returns. Furthermore, Kunen had been incarcerated within the previous ten years, 
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making it highly unrealistic that he operated the program as he claimed. On October 29, 2001, 

Kunen pled guilty to one count of securities fraud in connection with his participation in a Ponzi 

scheme. U.S. v. Frederick Kunen, Case No. 01-689-CR-MORENO, After serving a prison 

sentence in connection with his guilty plea, Kunen violated his probation in early 2004, and in 

August 2004 was sentenced to two years' imprisonment and re-incarcerated based on bank fraud 

charges. 

3. Kunen 's Backpound 

42. Provence touted Kunen to investors as a successful, licensed securities trader who 

was a director at Goldman Sachs. 

43. Provence had no basis to make these claims about Kunen. He did nothing to 

confirm whether Kunen had a securities license or any relationship to Goldman Sachs. 

44. These statements were false and misleading because Kunen was neither a licensed 

trader nor a director at Goldman Sachs. 

D. Provence Fails to Conduct Any Due Diligence 

45. Provence undertook no due diligence to evaluate the merits of the options 

program or to verifL any of Kunen's claims or asserted background. 

46. Even though Provence had red flags that should have led him to conclude 

information Kunen provided him about the options program was false, he parroted and embellished 

Kunen's claims to prospective investors. Even a minimal amount of due diligence by Provence 

would have exposed Kunen's proposed fraudulent scheme, or at a minimum raised serious 

concerns. 

47. For example, Provence could have readily verified whether Kunen was associated 

with Goldman Sachs, and whether Kunen was a licensed trader. Kunen's contact information, a 

business address and phone numbers, were in South Florida and did not mention Goldman Sachs. 
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Had Provence conducted any research or even contacted Goldman Sachs he would have learned 

Kunen was neither licensed in the securities industry nor associated with Goldman Sachs. But he 

did none of these things. 

48. Provence also could have easily determined from Goldman Sachs whether it 

guaranteed investor principal. Similarly, Provence could have sought to obtain trading records or 

independent con6rmation of Kunen's supposed ten-year track record of successful trading in the 

options program. In fact, Provence never even visited Kunen's office to determine whether it 

existed. 

E. The Options Trading 

49. To conduct the trades under the options program, Provence and Kunen established 

online brokerage accounts under Provence's control and used investor money to fund the accounts. 

50. First, Kunen opened a brokerage account in Provence's name at E*Trade Financial 

Corp. Provence received and deposited investor funds in the E*Trade account, and allowed 

Kunen complete access to the money to trade. Provence eventually opened other brokerage 

accounts, some in DT Capital's name and some in his own, granting Kunen similar trading 

access. 

5 1. After Provence funded a brokerage account with investor proceeds, Kunen used 

the login information he received from Provence to access the accounts and trade investor funds 

in index options. Kunen typically made two transactions of Standard & Poor's 500 Index ("S&P 

500 Index") options in the brokerage account to create a temporary, illusory credit. 

52. The first part of Kunen's trading involved the purchase of call option contracts 

that entitled him, on behalf of the investor, to acquire shares of the S&P 500 Index at a certain 

price. This stated price, or "strike price," gave Kunen, on behalf of the investor, the right to buy 
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the shares at a certain price when he exercised the option contracts. The option contracts expired 

on a certain date after the day of purchase. 

53. The second part of Kunen's trading involved the sale of a different option contract 

that had to be covered in the future on or before the contract expired at a certain strike price. 

Until Kunen purchased matching option contracts to cover the sale, it was impossible to 

I 	 determine whether the transaction was profitable. In other words, the actual loss or profit from 

Kunen's trading of each options contract could not be determined until Kunen purchased 

1 matching option contracts to cover the sale or it became unnecessary to cover the sale because 

the contracts were worthless. 
I 

54. To account for Kunen's options trading, the brokerage firms created an 

immediate, temporary credit in the investor's brokerage account after the first trading. This 

temporary credit was illusory because no profit or loss could be realized until the option 

contracts Kunen sold were covered by an offsetting purchase or they expired worthless and the 

option contracts Kunen bought were sold or expired worthless. 

5 5 .  Kunen took advantage of this temporary illusory credit. After each initial trade, 

he contacted Provence and informed him he had completed his transaction and that it had 

resulted in a profit. In reality, no such profit existed because Kunen's buy and sell positions 

were still pending, and no realized profit could have occurred until Kunen made offsetting 

transactions or the option contracts expired worthless. 

56. However, as part of their trading and profit-sharing arrangement, Kunen required 

Provence to wire Kunen's share of the investment profits shortly after the initial trading. So in 

each instance after Kunen contacted him, Provence withdrew Kunen's share of the purported 

profits from investor funds and wired them to a bank account Kunen specified. Simultaneously, 
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Provence withdrew his share or a portion of his share of the purported profits from investor 

funds. 

57. At the same time he was withdrawing his purported profits fiom the trades, 

Provence received each brokerage account's monthly statement, which showed Kunen's trading 

resulting in massive losses. Provence also had online access to the brokerage statements that 

contained this information. Therefore, Provence knew or was reckless in not knowing the 

temporary illusory credits were unrealized and no profits occurred from Kunen's trading. 

58. Provence lied to investors about the temporary credit and failed to advise them of 

their losses. Rather than provide investors with the actual brokerage account statements which 

showed the losses, Provence created false statements of return for investors, printed on DT 

Capital letterhead, which failed to show the true brokerage account activity. By failing to show 

the illusory, temporary nature of the trading profits, as well as the trading losses, Provence's DT 

Capital statements misrepresented investor earnings in the brokerage accounts. 

59. Investors had no input in the investment decisions and no role in the management 

or operation of the options program. They had no control over their funds, relying entirely on 

Provence to oversee the accounts, to facilitate payment of the purported profits, and to keep them 

apprised of their investment performance. 

60. In almost all cases, the options trading program resulted in massive investor 

losses. 

F. Provence Peroetuates the Fraud 

61. As Kunen began conducting trades on behalf of Provence's investors, the options 

program experienced a myriad of difficulties, including investment losses. Provence withheld this 

information from investors to keep their funds in the options program and to encourage them to 
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commit more funds to the program. Through his misconduct, Provence was able to continue the 

fraudulent scheme even after Kunen's death in July 2007. 

62. At various times in April 2007, E*Trade began placing restrictions on the wire 

activity in Provence's brokerage accounts and made inquiries regarding his account activity. In 

response to E*Trade1s initial inquiries regarding third-party wires into his accounts, Provence 

represented he had "personal accounting reasons for keeping [his] funds in multiple accounts, just 

as [he is] involved as a principal in multiple businesses (domestic and international)." He failed to 

reveal to E*Trade he was pooling money from investors that another individual, Kunen, was 

trading. In contrast, Provence told investors another lie--the initial account restrictions occurred 

because an investor had made an inquiry regarding one of the accounts. 

63. In August 2007, Provence claimed to investors he was unaware of the E*Trade 

accounts' balances, and the accounts had incurred massive losses. In fact, as early as April 2007, 

Provence knew the accounts had sustained massive losses. 

64. With difficulties mounting at E*Trade, Provence continued the scheme by 

opening brokerage accounts to hold investor funds at TD Ameritrade, Inc., and eventually at 

optionsxpress, Inc. Kunen's trading activity in those accounts resulted in losses at both firms. 

Nevertheless, Provence reported investment profits to investors in those transactions. 

65.  Provence also knew Kunen's trades in those other accounts resulted in losses soon 

after the trades were completed. For example, in April 2007, Kunen effected a trade in an 

Ameritrade account Provence opened. Once the position was closed, the supposedly profitable 

trade resulted in a loss of approximately $230,000 of investor principal. Provence received the 

brokerage statement showing the loss, and no other activity occurred in the account until 

Provence liquidated the funds on June 22. 
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66. Provence told investors in late June there appeared to be a discrepancy in his 

Amentrade account, but their principal was safe. In reality, Provence knew or was reckless in 

not knowing by late June that Kunen's trading in the Amentrade account had resulted in the loss 

of investor principal. 

67. Similarly, in July 2007, Provence learned an optionsxpress account he controlled 

sustained trading losses in excess of $600,000. Yet, in August 2007, after Kunen's death, 

Provence advised investors they received a 3.95% return from the optionsxpress trading activity. 

G. Provence's Association with DT Capital as an Unreeistered Broker-Dealer 

68. During the relevant time period, DT Capital engaged in activities, identified in 

paragraphs 69 through 72 of this complaint, which made it an unregistered broker-dealer. 

Through this unregistered broker-dealer, Provence engaged in illegal activity, identified in 

paragraphs 69 through 72 of this complaint, while associated with DT Capital. 

69. Provence solicited investors to invest in the options trading program through DT 

Capital's offering materials by: (a) directly soliciting investors to enter into profit-sharing 

agreements for the options program, which entitled Provence and DT Capital to a transaction- 

based fee, @) engaging unregistered finders to solicit investors for the options program, and (c) 

creating DT Capital offering materials touting the trader's investment experience, "no risk 

opportunity" and "security in principal." 

70. Furthermore, Provence and DT Capital earned transaction-based compensation 

because under the terms of the agreement with Kunen they kept 40% of purported profits from 

the options trading program. Pursuant to the DT Capital offering materials, Provence and DT 

Capital split this anticipated profit with investors. 

71. Provence and DT Capital also regularly participated in securities transactions at 

other key points in the chain of distribution by directing investors to send their funds to him and 
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DT Capital. Provence then transmitted investor funds to Kunen to trade. Provence processed 

and accounted for investor payments prior to sending the money to Kunen. Provence also 

created false statements of return for investors, printed on DT Capital letterhead. 

72. Neither Provence nor DT Capital is registered with the Commission as a broker, 

dealer, or in any other capacity. 

COUNT I 

FRAUD IN VIOLATION OF 

SECTION 17(al(l) OF THE SECURITIES ACT 


73. The Commission repeats and realleges Paragraphs 1 through 72 of this complaint 

as if fully set forth herein. 

74. From at least March through at least until August 2007, Provence and DT Capital 

directly and indirectly, by use of the means or instruments of transportation or communication in 

interstate commerce and by use of the mails, in the offer or sale of securities, knowingly, 

willfully or recklessly employed devices, schemes or artifices to defraud. 

75. By reason of the foregoing, Provence and DT Capital directly and indirectly, 

violated Section 17(a)(l) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C.5 77q(a)(l). 

COUNT I1 


FRAUD IN VIOLATION OF 

SECTIONS 17(a)(2) AND 17faM3) OF THE SECURITIES ACT 


76. The Commission repeats and realleges Paragraphs I through 72 of this complaint 

as if fully set forth herein. 

77. From at least March through at least until August 2007, Provence and DT Capital 

directly and indirectly, by use of the means or instruments of transportation or communication in 

interstate commerce and by the use of the mails, in the offer or sale of securities: (a) obtained 

money or property by means of untrue statements of material facts and omissions to state 
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material facts necessary to make the statements made, in the light of the circumstances under 

which they were made, not misleading; andlor (b) engaged in transactions, practices and courses 

of business which have operated as a fraud or deceit upon purchasers of such securities. 

78. By reason of the foregoing, Provence and DT Capital directly and indirectly, 

violated Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. $$ 77(q)(a)(2) and 

COUNT 111 

FRAUD IN VIOLATION OF SECTION 10(b) 
OF THE EXCHANGE ACT AND RULE lob-5 PROMULGATED THEREUNDER 

79. The Commission repeats and realleges Paragraphs 1 through 72 of this complaint 

as if fully set forth herein. 

80. From at least March through at least until August 2007, Provence and DT Capital 

directly and indirectly, by use of the means and inshumentality of interstate commerce, and of 

the mails in connection with the purchase or sale of securities, knowingly, willfully or recklessly: 

(a) employed devices, schemes or artifices to defraud; (b) made untrue statements of material 

facts and omitted to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in the 

light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; andlor (c) engaged in 

acts, practices and courses of business which have operated as a fraud upon the purchasers of 

such securities, 

81. By reason of the foregoing, Provence and DT Capital directly or indirectly, 

violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C.5 78j(b), and Rule lob-5, 17 C.F.R. $ 

240. lob-5. 
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COUNT IV 


VIOLATIONS OF SECTION lS(al(1) OF THE EXCHANGE ACT 


82. The Commission repeats and realleges Paragraphs 1 through 72 of this complaint 

as if fully set forth herein. 

83. From at least March through at least until August 2007, DT Capital directly or 

indirectly, by the use of the mails or means or instrumentalities of interstate commerce, while 

acting as a broker or dealer, and Provence, while associating with DT Capital, engaged in the 

business of effecting transactions in securities for the accounts of others, effected transactions in 

securities, or induced or attempted to induce the purchase and sale of securities, without DT 

Capital registering as a broker-dealer in accordance with Section 15(b) of the Exchange Act, 15 

U.S.C. 780(b). 

84. By reason of the foregoing, Provence and DT Capital directly and indirectly, have 

violated and, unless enjoined, will continue to violate Section 15(a)(l) of the Exchange Act, 15 

U.S.C. 5 78o(a)(l). 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

WHEREFORE, the Commission respectfully requests that the Court: 

I. Declaratow Relief 

Declare, determine and find that Provence and DT Capital committed the violations of 

the federal securities laws alleged in this complaint. 

11. Prelimhaw Iniunction and Permanent Iniunction 

Issue a Preliminary Injunction and Permanent Injunction, restraining and enjoining 

Provence and DT Capital, their officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and all persons 

in active concert or participation with them, and each of them, kom violating Section 17(a) of 

the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. 5 77q(a); Section lo@) and Rule lob-5 of the Exchange Act, 15 
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U.S.C. 5 78j(b); and Section 15(a) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. f, 78o(a)(l), as indicated 

above. 

111. Disgoreement 

Issue an Order requiring Provence and DT Capital to disgorge all ill-gotten profits or 

proceeds received as a result of the acts andlor courses of conduct complained of herein, with 

prejudgment interest. 

IV. Asset Freeze and Accounting 

Issue an Order freezing the assets of Provence and DT Capital until further Order of the 

Court, and requiring from Defendants Provence and DT Capital a document sworn to before a 

notary public setting forth all assets (whether real or personal) and accounts (including, but not 

limited to, bank accounts, savings accounts, securities or brokerage accounts, and deposits of any 

kind) in which Provence and/or DT Capital (whether solely or jointly), directly or indirectly 

(including through a corporation, trust or partnership), either has an interest or over which 

Provence and/or DT Capital has the power or right to exercise control. 

V. Records Preservation 

Issue an Order requiring Provence and DT Capital to preserve any records related to the 

subject matter of this lawsuit that are in their custody, possession or control. 

VI. Penalties 

Issue an Order directing Provence and DT Capital to pay civil money penalties pursuant 

to Section 20(d) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. 5 77t(d); Section 21(d) of the Exchange Act, 15 

U.S.C. f, 78u(d); and Section 209(e) of the Advisers Act, 15 U.S.C. sf, 80b-9(e). 

VII. Further Relief 

Grant such other and further relief as may be necessary and appropriate. 
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VIII. Retention of Jurisdiction 

Further, the Commission respectfully requests the Court retain jurisdiction over this 

action in order to implement and carry out the terms of all orders and decrees that may hereby be 

entered, or to entertain any suitable application or motion by the Commission for additional 

relief within the jurisdiction of this Court. 

Respectfully submitted, 

December 6,2007 

Florida Bar No. 157971 
Direct Dial: (305) 982-6379 

Salvatore Massa 
Senior Counsel 
Wisconsin Bar No. 1029907 
Direct Dial: (305) 416-6270 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 
801 Brickell Avenue, Suite 1800 
Miami, Florida 33131 
Telephone: (305) 982-6300 
Facsimile: (305) 536-4154 
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